FIND YOUR PLACE
Build Your Business with AIA Pittsburgh...

AIA Pittsburgh offers a variety of ways to access an exclusive audience of architects and design professionals.

Opportunities Include:
- Sponsorship
- Advertising
- Industry Partner Membership

SPONSORSHIP

Build Pittsburgh
Sponsor Build Pittsburgh: AIA Pittsburgh’s Annual Continuing Education Conference & Exhibitor Show.

- Promote your company’s product or services to an exclusive audience of architects and built industry professionals.
- It is the largest, best-attended continuing education event in our region.
- Provides an opportunity to interact, network and connect with all aspects of the build community.
- Approximately 400 individuals attend Build Pittsburgh.

Design Pittsburgh
Sponsor Design Pittsburgh: A Signature Program of AIA Pittsburgh that celebrates architecture and design, and honors those who create it.

- Sponsors receive a high level of exposure with access to hundreds of design professionals and potential customers.
- Sponsorship is a sound marketing investment with opportunities to position and profile corporate brands, reach a sector-focused audience, build and expand new business networks, and meet the decision makers of the architectural firms in the Pittsburgh region.
- Offers business and design professionals a unique marketing venue and targeted approach to reach the people and corporations who could help your business grow.
Annual Membership Meeting
Became the exclusive sponsor of AIA Pittsburgh’s Annual Membership Meeting, held in September.

President’s Holiday Party
Become the exclusive sponsor of AIA Pittsburgh’s Annual President’s Holiday Party, held in December.

ADVERTISING

AIA Pittsburgh Website
Display your company’s digital advertisement on AIA Pittsburgh’s website www.aiapgh.org.

Columns
Promote Events & Opportunities or Place An Ad: Columns, the weekly newsletter of AIA Pittsburgh, is sent to all subscribed AIA Pittsburgh members and interested individuals in the design community. Each issue contains articles and information on AIA Pittsburgh events and programs, continuing education opportunities, local industry news, design competitions and more.

Posting information or placing an advertisement in Columns is an effective way to reach a 2,000+ audience of design professionals.

INDUSTRY PARTNER MEMBERSHIP

Industry Partners
Become an Industry Partner and enjoy many member benefits, including listings in the Industry Resource Directory, and discounts on advertising, member events, and contract documents orders, while receiving all AIA Pittsburgh publications and communications. Choose from two different levels to accommodate your company’s needs and budget:
Individual at $250 per year
Basic at $450 per year and
Plus at $650 per year.
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